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Abstract

The importance of network ties is emphasized in the current literature on opportunity recognition. However, it is unclear how firms with limited bridging networks, such as family SMEs, recognize international opportunities through their network ties. In this case study we found that in gaining foreign market entry, those family SMEs that lack existing network ties recognize opportunities through weak ties formed in international exhibitions. The findings also indicate that rather than being proactive, family SMEs respond reactively to opportunities that emerge coincidentally. The trustfulness of the tie is important when they consider these opportunities and form new ties for internationalization. The nature of the cooperator appears to be more important than the target country. From these findings we develop five propositions that are intended to lead to further studies on this topic.
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1. Introduction

In the field of entrepreneurship, opportunity recognition has been regarded as a key aspect of the entrepreneurial process (Shane & Venkataraman, 2000). Similarly, international opportunity recognition is acknowledged as an important element in understanding the internationalization behavior of firms (Chandra et al., 2009; Dimitratos & Jones, 2005a, 2005b; Ellis, 2008; Johanson & Vahlne, 2009; Oviatt & McDougall, 2005; Zahra et al., 2005). Awareness of this aspect has led to recent interest in the precise means by which entrepreneurs identify and exploit new international opportunities (Chandra et al., 2009; Dimitratos & Jones, 2005a; Ellis, 2008; Johanson & Vahlne, 2009; Zahra et al., 2005).

It is well established that network ties are an important resource facilitating internationalization. Especially among small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) with limited resources for internationalization, network ties between firms have a significant role, as do the ties of individuals, especially managers or entrepreneurs (Crick & Spence, 2005; Ellis, 2008; Hadjikhani et al., 2005). In several studies (Coviello, 2006; Crick & Spence, 2005; Ghauri et al., 2003) such ties have been seen as major factors in initiating the internationalization process, with firms following their networks to foreign markets. This is consistent with the assumption in the network model of internationalization (Johanson & Mattsson, 1988) that the network ties of firms act as a bridge to foreign markets.

According to Ellis (2008), international opportunity refers to the possibility of conducting exchange with new foreign partners. Exchanges can be conducted, for
example, with customers, distributors, licensees, franchisees, contract manufacturers, or joint venture partners (Ellis, 2008), and it appears that the extent of an entrepreneur’s network ties is positively related to opportunity recognition (Ozgen & Baron, 2007; Singh, 2000). Such ties serve as conduits for the spread of information on new opportunities (Burt, 2004; Granovetter, 1973), and the ability to recognize novel opportunities may be determined by the reach of one’s ties with others.

The aim of this study was to understand how the network ties of family SMEs function in recognizing opportunities to enter foreign markets. Family SMEs were selected as a target group for several reasons. Firstly, the proportion of family firms in the EU and US is about 85% (IFERA, 2003) indicating the importance of family firms for local economies. Secondly, because of their survivability capital, family firms can sustain their business even during economic downturns (Sirmon & Hitt, 2003). Thirdly, the internationalization of family-owned SMEs is different from that of non-family SMEs. Among family firms one can detect factors such as (i) limited managerial capabilities (Graves & Thomas, 2006, 2008), (ii) different internationalization strategies (Fernandez & Nieto, 2006; Gallo & Pont, 1996; Graves & Thomas, 2008; Zahra, 2003), (iii) limited networks (Graves & Thomas, 2004). It also seems that internal network ties may be especially strong in family-owned businesses (Salvato & Melin, 2008), but that their bridging network ties, outside the firm, are limited in comparison to non-family SMEs (Graves & Thomas, 2004). Finally, it seems that there are differences in the way networks are established in the internationalization process of family SMEs (Graves & Thomas, 2004) as compared to the network establishment of, for instance, rapidly internationalizing new ventures (Coviello, 2006). Hence, this study seeks to discover whether there are differences in the network formation of family SMEs as compared with SMEs in general, in the context of international opportunity recognition.

Although network ties have an essential role in the internationalization of SMEs, it is far from clear how family entrepreneurs recognize opportunities for foreign market entry, and in particular, how different kinds of network ties are used – and formed – in identifying such opportunities. To address these issues, the following questions are of interest:

1) What types of network ties do family entrepreneurs utilize in international opportunity recognition?

2) How does the strength of network ties explain the international opportunity recognition of family entrepreneurs?

3) What is the level of networking activeness of family entrepreneurs when they recognize the opportunity to enter a foreign market?

In addressing these questions, we selected as the target group of this research Finnish family SMEs operating in France. In so doing, we aimed to contribute to the network theory of internationalization by widening it towards family-owned SMEs. It was also our aim to respond to calls for more research on international opportunity recognition (Dimitratos & Jones, 2005a; Ellis, 2008; Oviatt & McDougall, 2005; Zahra et al., 2005), bearing in mind in particular the need for studies on the role of individual-level network ties in the recognition of opportunities for internationalization (Ellis, 2000, 2008). In addition, the study
aimed to contribute to family business studies by investigating the poorly researched role of bridging networks when family firms enter foreign markets (Graves & Thomas, 2004).

2. Theoretical background

In this section, we shall first look at the network model of internationalization, and in so doing introduce certain key terms related to networking. These are necessary steps, since the terminology related to networks is rather fragmented in the current literature. Nevertheless, the constructs we present are drawn from the literature on international opportunity recognition. Thereafter, we shall briefly discuss the internationalization of family SMEs. Thirdly, we shall present research related to opportunity recognition in general, and, further examine opportunity recognition specifically within an international context.

2.1. The network model of internationalization

In the network model of internationalization (Johanson & Mattsson, 1988), internationalization is related to the development of network ties with other firms belonging to a network in a foreign market. These ties between firms in different markets act as bridges facilitating foreign market entry (Chetty & Blankenburg Holm, 2000; Johanson & Vahlne, 1990). The model proposes that a firm can compensate for its limited resources, either by developing its position in an existing network, or by establishing new ties (Johanson & Mattsson, 1988). In networks, common interests motivate firms to develop and maintain network ties with each other, because such ties are of mutual benefit (Johanson & Mattsson, 1988; Johanson & Vahlne, 2003). In foreign markets, a firm can have ties with different types of actors, for example with customers, distributors, suppliers, competitors, non-profit organizations, and bodies in public administration.

Within the literature, the term “network” is utilized in several ways in order to represent connections between actors that can be individuals or organizations (Coviello & Cox, 2006). Ellis (2008) noted that research utilizing the network model of internationalization had shed light on the interaction between organizations. However, important social exchanges at the level of the individual entrepreneur have been ignored (Ellis, 2008). Since it is the entrepreneur, not the organization, that recognizes opportunities, it is important to study opportunity recognition at the individual level (Chetty & Blankenburg Holm, 2000; Ellis, 2008). In the present study, individual-level network-tie analysis is applied to clarify how family SMEs recognize international opportunities within social interaction.

2.1.1. Different types of network ties

Network ties between firms or individuals have been categorized in a variety of ways. In this study, network ties are divided into formal ties, informal ties, and intermediary ties. A formal tie refers to an existing tie between individual business partners (Adler & Kwon, 2002; Coviello & Munro 1997; Ojala, 2009) where products or services are exchanged by means of money or barter (Adler & Kwon, 2002).
However, it can be argued that these relationships are also embedded within social ties and are essentially social (Adler & Kwon, 2002; Granovetter, 1985). Informal ties, for their part, are related to social relationships, for instance with friends and family members (Coviello, 2006; Krackhardt & Hanson, 1993; Larson & Starr, 1993). However, the boundary between the formal and informal ties is not always clear. As Larson and Starr (1993) note, informal ties may become formal and vice versa. In the intermediary tie, there are no existing business transactions between the seller and the buyer (Ojala, 2009). However, there is a third party, such as an export promotion organization or an organizer of exhibition, and that party forms a context facilitating the establishment of the network tie between the buyer and the seller. These third parties may, consequently, initiate international business activities between the seller and the buyer (Oviatt & McDougall, 2005). Taken as a whole, these categories are not mutually exclusive since they develop over time. Nevertheless, in this study, we shall categorize the tie on the basis of the particular situation in which the entrepreneur recognized the international opportunity.

2.1.2. Strength of ties

In the social sciences, the strength of network ties is categorized as either strong or weak (Granovetter, 1973). The strength of the tie is not dependent on whether the tie is formal, informal or intermediary: Söderqvist and Chetty (2009) found that both strong and weak ties can exist in different types of relationships. Hence, although strong ties may commonly be related to informal ties, this is not always the case: these informal ties can also be weak. For instance, Hofferth et al. (1999) found that informal ties between family members and/or friends were not always strong, since in some occasions they did not provide the support that was needed. In previous research, the strength of tie has been considered from a number of perspectives, including the following: closeness (Marsden & Campbell, 1984), trust (Elg, 2008; Jack, 2005; Morgan & Hunt, 1994; Singh, 2000), mutual respect (Jack, 2005), and commitment (Hite, 2003: Morgan & Hunt, 1994). As was pointed out by Marsden and Campbell (1984), the use of frequency and duration as a measure of the strength of a tie can be misleading, and hence these variables are not applied here. Using a modification of the definition provided by Söderqvist and Chetty (2009), in the present research a strong tie is defined as one which is close, and which is based on trust, mutual respect, and commitment. By contrast, a weak tie is “a superficial tie not yet based on strong trust and where the parties do not know each other well and are not emotionally close to each other” (Söderqvist & Chetty, 2009, p. 9).

The number of strong ties that an individual can have is limited because of the maintenance costs, and the time requirements associated with close ties (Singh, 2000). By contrast, the number of weak ties can be high, due to the fact that weak ties do not require high maintenance or time. Although termed “weak”, weak ties can significantly help an entrepreneur in accessing valuable information (Granovetter, 1973; Singh, 2000). Granovetter (1973) argues that weak ties act as bridges to information that is not available through an entrepreneur’s strong ties. This is because entrepreneurs interact with weak ties only occasionally; hence weak
ties can actually provide information that is more unique than that available from strong ties (Singh, 2000). This is also in line with the arguments of Burt (2004) to the effect that new ideas tend to emerge through weak ties between separate social networks. However, Granovetter (1992) takes the view that the emotional bonds of strong ties increase the willingness to offer assistance to actors within a network. In addition, strong ties contain more trust, and are more easily available than weak ties (Granovetter, 1992). Trust is generally based on experience (cooperation history) and continuous investments in learning in the relationships. Partner's general reputation for being trustworthy affects the formation of trust and so do the focal firm's earlier experiences from dealing with the partner and the strategic disadvantages that the partner would suffer by behaving opportunistically (Elg, 2008). Trust increases the willingness to offer advice and to provide valuable information (Singh, 2000). In this study, the analysis of the strength of the tie is based on qualitative rather than quantitative criteria. Hence, a network tie is defined as strong if the interviewees have described it as a close, trustworthy, and respectful relationship with mutual commitment at the time of the international opportunity recognition.

2.1.3. Activeness

The formation of network ties with other actors can be active or passive. According to Johanson and Mattsson (1988), active networking means that the initiative is taken by the seller. Thus, an entrepreneur will proactively search for new network ties or actively utilize existing networks. In reactive networking, by contrast, the initiative comes from the buyer (Johanson & Mattsson, 1988). This means that an entrepreneur will reactively respond to initiations from his/her existing network, or else that the initiative comes from outside an existing network. Hence, relationships can start based from a systematic search for a suitable partner or else as the result of ad hoc events, such as unplanned meetings (Johansson & Vahlne, 2006). In the present study, the level of the activeness of an entrepreneur was analyzed as a continuum, with reactive and proactive levels forming the opposite ends. If the entrepreneur merely reacted to an initiative from outside, the level is regarded as reactive; if (s)he did something in order to internationalize (for instance attended international trade exhibitions), the activity is regarded as something in between reactive and proactive; if the entrepreneur proactively looked for networks in order to enter the French market, the level is regarded as proactive.

2.2. Internationalization of family SMEs

Family involvement in management has been seen as factor tending towards caution in the internationalization processes of family firms (Claver et al., 2008; Kontinen & Ojala, 2010). Hence, the internationalization of family firms mainly follows a stepwise internationalization process – although some family firms may internationalize rapidly to several different countries, for instance after a generational change (Graves & Thomas, 2008). Researchers have found that family firms are less likely to internationalize than their non-family firm counterparts (Fernandez & Nieto, 2005; Graves & Thomas, 2006). This has been thought to be due
to their limited growth objectives (Donckels & Fröhlich, 1991), to avoidance of risk (Claver et al., 2008), and to restricted financial capital (Gallo & Pont, 1996). In addition, there could be a connection to limited managerial capabilities (Graves & Thomas, 2006) and to a lack of bridging network ties (Graves & Thomas, 2004).

As regards networking, family SMEs are less likely to form networks with other businesses than are non-family SMEs (Graves & Thomas, 2004; Roessl, 2005). This can be seen as a consequence of the strong internal ties of family firms - a phenomenon also termed “family capital” (e.g. Arregle et al., 2007; Salvato & Melin, 2008). Family firms are oriented towards personal relationships, with a focus on interpersonal trust (Roessl, 2005). The internal ties between family members are extremely strong and they naturally affect decisions on the firm’s strategy, operations, and administrative structure (Chrisman et al., 2005). However, close networks do not result in more rapid internationalization; indeed, they can become a liability, hindering the flow of information and blocking links to new contacts (Musteen, Francis & Datta, in press). It should be noted that bridging or external ties, formed between the employees of a firm and outsiders, are also important for family firms (Arregle et al., 2007), especially in the context of internationalization, since it is via these ties that information from outside the firm may be gained.

2.3. International opportunity recognition

Several studies have acknowledged the critical role of opportunities in the entrepreneurial process (Ozgen & Baron, 2007; Shane, 2000; Shane & Venkataraman, 2000). However, although opportunities may indeed exist, they can be exploited only if an entrepreneur recognizes the opportunity and understands its value for further business (Shane & Venkataraman, 2000). Information plays a central role in opportunity recognition (Ozger & Baron, 2007; Shane, 2000; Shane & Venkataraman, 2000), and entrepreneurs can get access to such information through network ties (Singh, 2000). The crucial role of an entrepreneur’s network ties (Chandra et al., 2009; Crick & Spence, 2005; Ellis, 2008; Ozgen & Baron, 2007; Singh, 2000) is due to the fact that the size of an entrepreneur’s network is positively related to opportunity recognition. These ties increase the possibility of getting information on new opportunities (Burt, 2004; Granovetter, 1973), with the information tending to arrive via links from separate social networks (Burt, 2004) and weak ties (Singh, 2000).

There is little doubt that opportunity recognition is also related to success in international markets, and further, to the speed of internationalization (Chandra et al., 2009; Dimitratos & Jones, 2005a; Hohenthal et al., 2003; Oviatt & McDougall, 2005). In the Uppsala model, Johanson and Vahlne (1977, p. 27) note that “knowledge of opportunities or problems is assumed to initiate decisions” related to foreign market entry and foreign operations. McDougall et al. (1994) have argued that opportunities in foreign markets can be recognized through the use of competencies unique to entrepreneurs, involving networks and earlier experiences. Ellis (2008), too, has found that network ties play an important role in international opportunity recognition. In line with Ellis (2008, pp. 3-4), international opportunity
recognition is defined here as “the chance to conduct exchange with new foreign partners”. Both formal ties with business partners and informal ties with friends serve as an important source of knowledge related to international opportunities (Child et al., 2002; Coviello, 2006; Ellis, 2008; Johanson & Mattsson, 1988; Ojala, 2009). For instance, Child et al. (2002) found that the foreign expansion of Hong Kong firms was facilitated through managers’ formal networks with previous business partners, and through informal networks with trusted friends. This is line with the opinion of Ellis (2000), that foreign market opportunities are commonly acquired through existing network ties. However, Crick and Spence (2005) found that after the initial entry into foreign markets, the importance of existing networks for recognizing opportunities decreased. This would suggest that SMEs have to identify and implement new opportunities by forming actively new network ties.

Intermediary ties such as professional forums (Ozgen & Baron, 2007) and trade exhibitions (Ellis, 2008; McAuley, 1999; Meyer & Skak, 2002; Reid, 1984) have also been found to be sources for information that can facilitate international opportunity recognition. Yet the role of exhibitions as a source of social ties is complex; it appears that the communicated awareness of the opportunities cannot easily be attributed to a buyer, a seller, or a third party (such as a government agency) (Ellis, 2000). Hence, Ellis (2000) suggests that it is appropriate to treat exhibitions as a special kind of initiation scenario. The unique role of exhibitions is consistent with the views of Reid (1984) and McAuley (1999), who found that participation in international exhibitions generates more information concerning international opportunities than any other information source. For their part, Ozgen and Baron (2007) found that the extent of network ties with mentors and informal industry networks was positively related to opportunity recognition; by contrast, network ties with family members and close friends did not increase the ability to recognize new opportunities. It was suggested that this could be due to the more limited industry-specific knowledge and experience of family members and close friends.

An empirical study conducted by Agndal et al. (2008) suggested that both direct (cf. strong ties) and indirect (cf. weak ties) ties are important when SMEs recognize opportunities for foreign market entry. This is in line with a recent study of Chandra et al. (2009) indicating the important role of weak and strong ties when firms initially recognize international opportunities. It appears that weak ties can enable the acquisition of marketing knowledge by connecting different knowledge networks; by contrast, the usefulness of strong ties seems to lie in the passing of information to the relevant persons (Chandra et al., 2009). Although both weak and strong ties may be considered equally important in international opportunity recognition, Söderqvist and Chetty (2009) found that stronger ties were more often used in the early internationalization phase. This was because of mutual trust, commitment, openness, and the generosity of close ties.

Firms can expand their international operations through a combination of searches and accidental opportunity recognitions (Hohenthal et al., 2003). The importance of active networking for foreign market entry has been highlighted in several studies (Crick & Spence, 2005; Ojala, 2009). Ojala (2009) found that SMEs
without suitable network ties proactively form new ties with a view to achieving foreign market entry. On the other hand, studies have also indicated the importance of reactive networking for foreign market entry (Crick & Spence, 2005; Ellis, 2000, 2008; Johanson & Vahlne, 2003). For instance, Crick and Spence (2005) found that several SMEs in their study entered new countries by receiving unsolicited orders and, in this way, reactively entered new markets.

2.4. Summary

Network ties have been regarded as extremely important for international opportunity recognition. Research on this area has been carried out in relation to (i) types of network ties (Child et al., 2002; Coviello, 2006; Ojala, 2009), (ii) strength of network ties (Agndal et al., 2008; Chandra et al., 2009; Crick & Spence, 2005), and (iii) networking activeness (Crick & Spence, 2005; Ellis, 2000; Ojala, 2009). However, it remains unclear how each of these perspectives explains the phenomenon, taken as a whole. Furthermore, there has been no research on network ties among family SMEs in relation to international opportunity recognition. From earlier studies, it appears that the internationalization of family SMEs may differ from the internationalization of SMEs in general (see e.g. Fernandez & Nieto, 2005; Graves & Thomas, 2006). For this reason, the present study seeks to clarify how these three perspectives explain the international opportunity recognition of family SMEs, and the ways in which the network ties in the international opportunity recognition of family SMEs may differ from those of SMEs overall. Figure 1 illustrates the setting of this research.

Figure 1
Preliminary theoretical approach.
3. Methodology

Given the current limited understanding of opportunity recognition among family SMEs, it appeared that a qualitative research method would be the most appropriate for the study reported here. We therefore utilized a multiple case study approach similar to the methodology introduced by Eisenhardt (1989) and Yin (1994). The case study method makes possible an in-depth investigation, with explanations of cause-and-effect relationships. It further allows the usage of replication logic regarding the phenomenon in question, enabling researchers to identify the subtle similarities and differences that are present within a collection of cases (Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 1994). The case study method is also relevant when the study covers a real-life environment in which a particular action (such as opportunity recognition) takes place (Yin, 1994). Thus, Shane (2000, p. 453) argues that the case study method allows the investigation of opportunity recognition in a situation where “all of the relevant behaviors cannot be manipulated through experimental design.”

The research setting for this study consisted of eight Finnish family firms operating in the French market, but with different modes of operation (see Table 1). Finland was chosen as the country of origin due to its small and open economy with a very limited domestic market (OECD, 1997). In countries where the domestic market size is small, internationalization is an important growth strategy, forming part of efforts to guarantee long-term survival (Autio et al., 2000; Sapienza et al., 2006). The choice of the French market as the context made possible the investigation of opportunity recognition in a particular context, one that would be similar for all the firms involved in the study (cf. Shane, 2000) – bearing in mind that laws, regulations, and customs may well vary in different markets (Shrader et al., 2000). Despite its geographical closeness to Finland, France is culturally/psychically different from Nordic and English-speaking countries (Ronen & Shenkar, 1985; Trompenaars & Hampden-Turner, 1997), and hence running a business there often involves cultural confrontations. For instance, in Trompenaars’ and Hampden-Turner’s (1997) seven-scope cultural model, Finland and France are positioned at opposite ends in several cultural classifications. Moreover, in a study on communication in Finnish-French mergers and acquisitions, Irrman (2006) observed that the Finns and the French had many conflicts due to their cultural differences, and especially to their differing ways of communicating. Clearly, ways of avoiding/resolving conflicts need to be found, since France is a very important market – the third largest economy (GDP) in Europe and the eighth largest economy in the whole world (CIA, 2010).

In this study, a family firm was defined as a firm in which the family (i) controls the largest block of shares or votes, (ii) has one or more of its members in key management positions, and (iii) has members of more than one generation actively involved with the business. This definition is based on the two criteria of ownership and management presented, for instance, by Graves and Thomas (2008), and with the notion of continuity presented e.g. by Zahra (2003). The size of the firm was also specified. All the case firms fulfilled the criteria of the Finnish government and the
EU for SMEs, since they had 250 or fewer employees (OECD, 2003). We also specified the industry: all the case firms were from the manufacturing sector.

The number of cases fits with the view of Eisenhardt (1989), who recommended using four to ten cases. Suitable case firms were sought out from different databases, including Finnish export statistics, the French-Finnish Chamber of Commerce, and Finpro Paris. We identified six SMEs that had direct operations in France, five of which are included in this study. The remaining three cases were family SMEs that had indirect operations (direct export) in France. As advised in the study of Eisenhardt (1989), the case firms for our study were selected for particular theoretical reasons rather than on the basis of random sampling.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of employees</th>
<th>Year of establishment</th>
<th>Industry segment</th>
<th>Start of internationalization</th>
<th>Operations in France</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firm A 249</td>
<td>1876</td>
<td>Industrial furniture</td>
<td>1970s</td>
<td>1982 direct export</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm B 18</td>
<td>1923</td>
<td>Wooden toys</td>
<td>1929</td>
<td>1968 direct export</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm C 200</td>
<td>1967</td>
<td>Machines for forestry and agriculture</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>1997 sales subsidiary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm D 20</td>
<td>1973</td>
<td>Log houses</td>
<td>1990s</td>
<td>1998 direct export</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm E 140</td>
<td>1972</td>
<td>Packaging material</td>
<td>1980s</td>
<td>2002 representative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm F 40</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>Pipettes and analyzing systems</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>2006 production subsidiary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm H 150</td>
<td>1955</td>
<td>Sauna stoves and equipment</td>
<td>1990s</td>
<td>1993 direct export</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We used multiple sources of information to gather data from each case firm. The main form of data collection was in-depth interviews conducted with the owner-managers and persons in charge of international affairs. Altogether, 16 semi-structured open-ended interviews were conducted in 2004 and in 2008–2009, with two informants from each firm. The interviewees were selected from those persons who had most in-depth knowledge concerning internationalization and operations in France, and they included executives (entrepreneurs), managing directors, managers of international affairs and sales administrators. The questions were designed to be broad and open-ended, with a view to gauging individual opinions. This made it possible to ask “main” questions and then to pose further, more detailed questions (Yin 1994).

The interviewees were first asked to describe their business in general, thereafter their operations related to internationalization as a whole, and from that their business as it related to internationalization in France in particular. On the basis of general information on entry to the French market, more detailed questions were then asked about the following issues: (i) important persons, firms, or organizations that influenced the entry to France, (ii) the nature and development of network ties in relation to the French entry, and (iii) the firm’s activeness in pursuit of entry to France. In the interview process, we focused on the focal ties connected to market entry in France. The focal tie refers here to the most important contact (see Anderson et al., 1994) of the entrepreneur, the one that opened the firm’s path to the
market. In all the case firms, the entrepreneur was personally involved in the international opportunity recognition. The second interview from each case firm made it possible to validate the focal ties involved in the international opportunity recognition and to deepen understanding of the phenomenon. Because the interviews focused on entrepreneurs’ past experiences, we followed the guidelines for retrospective studies given by Miller et al. (1997). Hence, we (i) compared information provided by the informants, (ii) asked about concrete events and facts, (iii) encouraged informants to give precise information rather than past opinions or beliefs, and (iv) utilized the written material of the firm to facilitate the recall of past events.

All the interviews (lasting 60-90 minutes) were digitally recorded and transcribed verbatim. A second listening was carried out to ensure correspondence between the recorded and the transcribed data. The complete case reports were then sent back to the interviewees for comment, and any inaccuracies they noticed were corrected. In addition, e-mail communication was used to collect further information and to clarify inconsistent issues if necessary. A further step at this point was to look at many types of secondary information sources (websites, annual reports, etc.). By comparing the interview data with other documents from the case firms, we conducted triangulation of the information (Miles & Huberman, 1994). This increased the validity of the interview data, and enabled us to formulate further questions to clarify incoherent information (Yin, 1994).

In the data-ordering phase, a detailed case history of each firm was drawn up, based on interviews and written documents. As Pettigrew (1990) has noted, organizing incoherent aspects in chronological manner is an important step in understanding the causal links between events. In the data analysis phase, we used cross-case pattern searching. The unique patterns of each case were identified, and similar patterns were categorized under themes related to the research questions in this study. In addition, checklists and event listings were used to identify critical factors related to determinants that could contribute to network ties in opportunity recognition (Miles & Huberman, 1994). Finally, the emergent data was compared with previous studies, indentifying both conflicting and similar findings.

4. Findings

In this section we shall present the network ties through which the opportunity to enter France was recognized by the individuals belonging to the case firms. The findings here are generally presented at firm-level. This corresponds to the approach taken, for instance, by Chetty and Blankenburg Holm (2000), Coviello (2006), and Coviello and Munro (1997), who interviewed managers and reported the findings at firm level.

We shall first of all classify the network ties as formal ties, informal ties, and intermediary ties. Secondly, we shall categorize the ties present in the international opportunity recognition as strong or weak. Thirdly, based on the literature on the topic, we shall consider whether the networking activeness of the case firms can be seen as proactive or reactive in respect of their search for opportunities for French market entry. This will allow us to consider network ties in the context of
opportunity recognition from various perspectives and, hence, increase our understanding of the phenomenon. Notice that the type of network tie is related to the context of the network tie (informal, formal, intermediary), whereas the strength perspective involves the level of trust and emotion in the ties. The level of activeness, for its part, adds to the picture of network ties in opportunity recognition, demonstrating further the attitude of the firms concerned towards the formation of network ties.

4.1. Types of networks

As Table 2 illustrates, the network ties involved in the international opportunity recognition of family SMEs were intermediary ties, formal ties, and informal ties. It is interesting that none of the informal ties was a family-based tie. Formal ties were present in the opportunity recognition of Firms C and G. In Firm G, the opportunity to enter France was perceived via a French supplier from whom Firm G imported various components. After one year of cooperation, this French partner asked if Firm G wished to export some items to France, on the grounds that the partner’s firm needed the kinds of components that Firm G produced. This, then, was the main context for opportunity recognition: an existing, formal tie within the French market.

Table 2.
Types of network tie involved in the recognition of opportunities in the French market.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Formal</th>
<th>Informal</th>
<th>Intermediary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>C, G</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>A, B, E, H</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the case of Firm C, one of C’s Finnish subcontractors, having had a couple of years of domestic cooperation with Firm C, had agreed to work in France as an entrepreneur (with two other men) supplying forest machinery provided by the firm. Firm C had ordered a market research plan and knew there was potential for them. Hence, they started to plan a strategy to access the market. The subcontractor came to be thought of as having the necessary qualities and became the most important tie facilitating French entry.

We looked for and found in Finland a youngish, eager entrepreneur, who worked as our subcontractor. He went off to France with two other men to work as an entrepreneur with our machinery. They knew that they could earn more there in France and that motivated them, as well as the fact that we sold the forest machinery at a very reasonable price [...] That is how we conceived the matter: we knew on the basis of market research that there was potential in France: they needed forest machines.

In Firms D and F, the essential network tie in the French opportunity recognition was informal. In the case of Firm D, the informal network tie that was essential in the opportunity recognition was a new one. A French national living in Finland happened to run into a representative of Firm D while he was presenting one of D’s log houses. This entrepreneur insisted that he was extremely keen on exporting the
log houses to France, since he saw the log houses as having potential in the French market. After some negotiations, an agreement was reached, despite the fact that Firm D had not previously had any plans to enter a new market.

We had no plan to go to France. My colleague just met this French guy by chance. He said that he wanted to sell our log houses in France. He saw immediately that there was a huge potential for them in France. [...] Well, then I went to see him and, after some negotiations, said okay, just go ahead and start selling our log houses. I didn’t need to invest any money on this attempt, so I didn’t have much to lose.

In the case of Firm F, the entrepreneur in question had had a good friend and previous business partner in France, having operated in France with his previous firm. When Firm F was established, previous business partners from different countries (not just France), were enthusiastic about starting up foreign subsidiaries for entrepreneur F’s new firm. Hence, in Firm F, the most significant tie was an existing, informal one; it had initially been a formal tie, but over ten years it had developed into a close friendship.

In four cases (in Firms A, B, E, and H), the ties essential for opportunity recognition were formed at international trade exhibitions; hence they were ties mediated by the trade fair organizers (as a third party). All of these firms had been looking for suitable business partners in various trade exhibitions for some years, but none of them had focused solely on finding French partners, and, indeed, had no specific target markets in mind. A particularly important aspect in establishing a tie mediated by the trade exhibitions was a feeling concerning the right nature of the tie. In this respect Firm A is a good example. The firm had launched a new product family and was looking for new markets. The meeting with the future retailer and business partner was described thus:

In those international exhibitions we met many kinds of potential cooperators from different countries. This French partner seemed very pleasant and trustworthy and showed genuine interest in our products. [...] Our product suited their product range perfectly. We had a new, innovative product that other European firms imitated later on and it was of great interest for this retailer. We felt this was a good opportunity, and we were even happier when this partner contacted us himself soon after the exhibitions, and our cooperation started soon after that.

Hence, Firm A became interested in entering France, because a French trustworthy partner was found in the exhibitions. All in all, the entrepreneurs and employees in these firms (A, B, E, and H) trusted their feelings and instincts regarding new ties. Of course, it was important that the tie should be suitable in commercial terms, too. The international sales manager of Firm B, currently exporting to several countries around the world, described the importance of trade exhibitions for their firm as follows:

Trade exhibitions are extremely important for us, that is where all our contacts are made. And that is where we also met our future French agent. We already had business in some countries in Central Europe, and had in mind that France might be among the potential markets, too. And we have found dozens of new French candidates ever since in those trade exhibitions. Last year it was our 41st time there... But we still cooperate with our first contact and have no other retailers in France.
From this one can see that Firm B conceived of France as a possible market, because the firm had no business operations there at that point. Throughout its history, the strategy of Firm B has been to use only industry exhibitions as a means of finding new partners. Furthermore, the firm has maintained very long-lasting partnerships: they still have the same French retailer after more than forty years of cooperation.

4.2. Strength of ties

Concerning the strength of the network ties, in five out of eight case firms, the network ties essential for French opportunity recognition were weak (see Table 2). These weak ties were linked to international exhibitions (Firms A, B, E, and H) or to an unsolicited order (Firm D). However, these weak ties were not weak in any absolute sense, from the perspectives of intimacy and emotional intensity – this despite the fact that there were no reciprocal services in the background and the ties were newly established. In describing their new French cooperators, the interviewees described how the persons they started their cooperation with were agreeable, and how they trusted their instincts as to whether the tie “felt good”. The selection criteria for a good cooperator were not really based on the formal merits (qualifications or experience) of the person; it was rather a matter of personality. Many of the people the entrepreneurs and employees met in the exhibitions were not of interest to them. This could be because they did not seem entirely trustworthy, and/or because they had the wrong product. The export manager in Firm H explained his choice of cooperators in the following manner:

And also with our first French retailer, someone we met in the international trade exhibitions of our field, we saw in the first face-to-face meeting after the exhibitions that he was a suitable person and motivated to sell our products. We get several offers of cooperation every week from retailers, including people in France, every month. What we do depends on the person and his/her motivation to sell our products. If the first meeting is promising we continue with the discussion and may get a new retailer. Quite often, we know very soon after we meet the potential retailer that it will not work.

Another example is Firm D, in which a French entrepreneur living in Finland succeeded in persuading D of the potential of their log houses in France. The entrepreneur in Firm D made an agreement with this weak tie after a short conversation, since there was no financial risk for the firm and the French contact seemed highly motivated to sell the firm’s log houses in France and was a “good guy”. The fact that the French contact took out a large personal loan to carry out his ideas for selling the log houses naturally assured Firm D of the rightness of the opportunity. Although the entrepreneur in Firm D did not invest any money on French entry, he invested a lot of time and effort. It is interesting that in all these firms this weak tie became fairly strong very quickly, on the basis of mutual trust and interest in cooperation. It seems to be the case that in family-owned SMEs, the entrepreneurs have the ability to focus on the ties very intensely if they choose to do so, and this facilitates a quick enhancement of the tie from weak to strong. The entrepreneur in Firm D explained it in the following way:
I got a phone call and agreed to chat with him because of it. After the first meeting we agreed that he would start selling our log houses in France. […] Being a small family-owned firm, it was easy to make a quick decision to launch business operations in France. This French person invested a lot of his own time and money to start the business in France, he learned the Finnish language and was very motivated in other ways, too. Based on this and the sales trips we undertook together to France, where we faced and also solved many problems, it was easy for me to trust him more and more.

Three firms (Firms C, F and G) were able to utilize strong ties for French opportunity recognition. In all three cases, these strong network ties were originally business partners, but in the case of Firm F, this business partner had become a friend while they were previously doing business together. The tie between the entrepreneur and the French friend was extremely strong: they had known each other for more than ten years, and had cooperated in business for more than five years. The entrepreneur in Firm F described the tie and the start of the cooperation in these terms:

We were good friends. It was very natural that we started cooperation after I launched my new firm. Well, it happened spontaneously, because we were such good friends. I do not even know who asked first, me or him. He wanted to work for me and not for my previous firms, which had been taken over, so he resigned right away when he heard about my new firm. […] During all these years, I have got to know him extremely well. We can trust each other 100%, we have respect for each other’s opinions, have similar kinds of values in life and are interested in similar kinds of things. […] We do not communicate that often, but we can always proceed from where we left off last time.

Hence, the entry to France was a natural first step in internationalization for the entrepreneur of Firm F, since he knew this French friend so well and trusted him completely. Furthermore, the French friend was willing to cooperate with this entrepreneur, because he knew that in this family-owned firm the decision power was in good hands, and that values other than just making a quick profit were important to the firm. They had also similar kinds of interests and values and a lot of respect for each other. In the case of Firm G, there was a strong tie between Firm G and the French importer, as this French firm was able to provide the G with good-quality components at a reasonable price for a period of one year. The owner-manager of Firm G described the personality of their French cooperators in a positive manner.

They are very pleasant people. They have good products and we have been able to trust their deliveries, although sometimes they are a bit late. Yes, they are nice, and when we visited them in France, they took very good care of us. When they asked for components, it was natural to start exporting them after our cooperation in importing.

Exporting was a natural continuation to the tie between the importer and Firm G, based on G’s knowledge of the importer and in the trust that was built up regarding the importer’s products and staff. However, the level of emotional intensity or intimacy was not as high as in the case of Firm F, where there was a long history of
cooperation and deep friendship. In the case of G, the parties did not meet many times and were not doing business so intensely.

In the case of Firm C, the Finnish subcontractor enabling French entry was seen as having potential because of previous successful cooperation, his young age, and his willingness to earn money. When Firm C was considering entry into the French market (in conjunction with the subcontractor and his friends) the subcontractor was also motivated by the acquisition of new forest machinery at a reasonable price. Hence, this tie was not especially strong in any emotional sense; nevertheless, the subcontractor was regarded as a “good guy”, and there were several of successful reciprocal services in the background.

4.3. Networking activeness in the firms

In their pursuit of the French market, only in Firm C there was a strategic desire to enter France. In the remaining firms (whose backgrounds are described in more detail below), French opportunities were not searched on any unique basis, and they might actually not be looking for new international opportunities at all. The networking activeness in the case firms in their attempts to enter the France market was assessed in the form of a continuum (see Figure 2). In seven out of eight case firms, the approach was more reactive than proactive. They reacted to the opportunities that arose by meeting people who would promote entry to France. Firm D was the most reactive firm, as it had no intentions to internationalize. It merely reacted to an unsolicited order which launched their operations in France.
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**Figure 2**
Activeness in the case firms in their search for French opportunities.

In the case of Firms B, E, G, and H, the approach to the French market can be considered fairly reactive. Nonetheless, they would not be not placed on the furthest edge of the continuum, since they had a general will to expand their business; moreover, they traveled to international exhibitions (Firms B, E, and H) or had a background import business (Firm G). This indicates that they had considered the need for new international markets, with the possibility of following up the matter if they happened to see good opportunities. The entrepreneur in Firm G explained this in the following way:

*We once tried to get a French connection while we were trying to win a contract for a shipping company. It did not succeed, as we did not find anything there. But we had a new opportunity as our French importer suggested that we could start exporting to France. […] We have not got the money or courage to invest in big internationalization attempts, but in this way it was very convenient.*
Firm A was active in its general attempts to internationalize, since it had launched a new product family and wanted to move into Europe. Nevertheless, it did not search for solely French opportunities; hence it is included in the middle of the continuum regarding French opportunity recognition.

*We had launched a new product family and had in mind to start selling it in Europe. In the exhibitions, we looked for potential agents and as one of the most likely ones came from France, we felt that we had found a good opportunity for French entry.*

Firm F, too, had background plans to internationalize, but because of the strong network ties of the entrepreneur it did not need to do anything to pursue internationalization at that point. A somewhat reactive attitude was possible because of the opportunity for internationalization offered by the entrepreneur’s friends, and by business partners he had cooperated with in his previous firms. On this basis, Firm F can be placed in the middle of the continuum, together with Firm A.

Firm C is the only firm that can be considered proactive in its approach to moving into the French market: it actively sought out opportunities, in other words people who could start to establish a subsidiary there. In addition, prior to that, it had ordered market research to clarify the potential of the French market.

5. Discussion

It seems that although family firms have strong internal ties (Arregle et al., 2007; Salvato & Melin, 2008), these ties do not enhance their internationalization. Only three out of the eight case firms were able to use their existing formal or informal network ties for their international opportunity recognition, which would suggest that family SMEs have only limited bridging network ties beyond the firm itself. This finding demonstrates a contrast with a number of previous studies on *non-family* SMEs. Coviello and Munro (1995) found that more than half of the software firms they studied obtained their opportunities through existing formal/informal ties, and Bell (1995) found that software SMEs followed their existing domestic networks abroad. Furthermore, Coviello (2006) found that formal (economic) ties dominated at all the stages of internationalization of international new ventures. These differences are all consistent with the view that in the case of family SMEs, a lack of bridging network ties inhibits internationalization, and that family SMEs compensate for their limited bridging network ties by attending international exhibitions where they can form new ties. Network ties mediated by international exhibitions were the source of international opportunity recognition in four case firms. Interestingly, none of the intermediary ties were mediated by, for instance, the export-promoting organizations (cf. Ojala, 2009). It seems that the entrepreneurs in the family SMEs studied here wanted to select their network ties for themselves, based on a feeling of trust (discussed in more detail below). Furthermore, none of the family SMEs utilized family ties in the international opportunity recognition process. Özgen and Baron (2007) suggested that family ties did not facilitate the opportunity recognition process of information technology firms. However, in the case of family SMEs with strong internal network ties (Salvato & Melin, 2008), this finding is somewhat surprising, because it could be assumed that family SMEs use
their strong family ties also in their internationalization. The considerations above lead to the following propositions:

**Proposition 1a**: In family SMEs, intermediary network ties are a more important source of international opportunity recognition than they are in other types of firm.

**Proposition 1b**: In family SMEs, the intermediary network ties are most often mediated by international trade exhibitions.

**Proposition 2**: In family SMEs, informal ties with family members do not generally help in their international opportunity recognition.

In the present study, the ties involved in international opportunity recognition were found to be generally weak, having been formed in international exhibitions, or deriving from an unsolicited order. Interestingly, none of the weak ties were formal, indicating the lack of existing business ties that could be used for internationalization. As regards the new ties, the personality of the potential cooperator was significantly more important than the proven skills or qualifications of the person – and more important also than the target market, as can be seen from the fact that only one of the firms had taken a decision to enter France. In this result one can see a contrast with that of Ojala (2009), who found that the target market was the most important criterion for knowledge-intensive SMEs.

The weak ties of family SMEs quickly developed into strong ties. The family entrepreneurs were willing to put a lot of their own time into developing the ties, once they gained a sense of the goodness of the tie. This might be connected to the strong internal ties of family SMEs – they want to have a similar strong relationship with outside cooperators. There is a contrast here with the findings of Söderqvist and Chetty (2009): in their research, strong ties had a central role in the foreign market entry of SMEs, and the dynamism of the ties was a constant factor, both in the strong to weak and in the weak to strong direction. However, the findings in the present study indicate that family SMEs developed their weak ties into strong ties very quickly, and made efforts to maintain the strength of the ties.

The findings also indicate that the family entrepreneurs in question were fairly fastidious in the weak ties they chose to form, cooperating only with those individuals that they felt were trustworthy – “good people”. This finding reveals that family SMEs control their resources by carefully searching for and developing new contacts. This is in line with the general findings of Carney (2005) and Sirmon and Hitt (2003). However, here the importance of this aspect is also highlighted with regard to foreign market entry. When the case firms developed strong ties, the opportunity to enter France became self-evident, because of the trust between the cooperating parties. The decision was taken rapidly, without any need for extensive strategic deliberations. From this, one can derive the following two propositions:

**Proposition 3**: In family SMEs, international opportunities are more often recognized through weak ties than is the case in other types of firm.
**Proposition 4:** In family SMEs, more time resources are dedicated to the rapid development of new weak ties into strong ties than is the case in other types of firm.

It appears that the family SMEs in this study were more reactive than proactive in their attempts to enter the French market – though many of them cannot be regarded as straightforwardly reactive or proactive in this matter, since they had some background plans for growth and internationalization. The rather low level of activeness towards the French market can also be explained by the fact that family entrepreneurs trust their feelings about the rightness of a certain tie. They do not strategically concentrate on the search for ties in a particular market; their motivation derives rather from a strong inner trust in their own firms and, connected with this, a strong need to feel good about the potential and the suitability of their cooperators.

This finding provides an interesting contrast with the findings of Ojala (2009), who observed that knowledge-intensive SMEs (i.e. non-family firms) proactively formed networks, and were willing to enter certain foreign markets with high market potential. The reason for this difference may lie in the fact that family entrepreneurs do not want to take risks in their internationalization process. By and large, they trust their instincts about taking things further (Gallo & Pont, 1996), concentrating on seizing opportunities that seem to involve trust. Thus, the final proposition is as follows:

**Proposition 5:** In family SMEs, foreign market selection is more related to *reactiveness* and less to *proactive opportunity-seeking* with a particular foreign market in mind.

**6. Conclusions**

This study contributes to the network theory of internationalization in the context of family SMEs and research on international opportunity recognition. It responds to the call for more research on international opportunity recognition (Dimitratos & Jones, 2005a; Ellis, 2008; Oviatt & McDougall, 2005; Zahra et al., 2005) and to the need for studies on the importance of network ties in recognizing opportunities for internationalization (Ellis, 2000, 2008; Singh, 2000). We extend the network theory of internationalization by showing that in the international opportunity recognition of family SMEs, new network ties (mainly formed at international trade exhibitions) have a crucial role, whereas family ties are less important. Hence, among family SMEs, international opportunity recognition does not commonly take place through existing network ties. In this regard, we observe a contrast with the knowledge-intensive SMEs studied by Bell (1995) and Coviello (2006), where existing network ties had a more significant role. This can be explained through the limited scope of the networks (Graves & Thomas, 2004) that the family SMEs could utilize for international expansion. This also supports Granovetter’s (1973) views on the importance of weak ties in providing new information. However, we extend the understanding about weak ties in this context by revealing that the possibility to develop a new weak tie into a trustworthy one is particularly important for family
entrepreneurs in recognizing opportunities for foreign market entry, with a sense of the “rightness” of the tie emerging as essential. Furthermore, our findings indicate that family SMEs are quick to develop their new weak ties into strong ties, and that they make efforts to maintain the strength of such ties. Indeed, the nature of the weak tie is seen as more important than the target country.

However, while contributing to an understanding of the topic, this study also points to aspects requiring further research. The propositions set out in Section 5 need further quantitative testing, since caution has to be applied in generalizing from a limited set of data. Secondly, our research setting delimits the case firms to family-owned SMEs, and to firms entering a particular market. Thus, further studies are needed in relation to the network development, international opportunity identification, and opportunity exploration of early-internationalizing firms, and of firms having different kinds of ownership structures. Studies comparing family SMEs and non-family SMEs could also be insightful. It would also be of interest to study the international opportunity recognition of firms by comparing two markets, one with higher and another with lower psychic/cultural distance. Thirdly, the focus of this study was solely on opportunities that were actually taken. There is therefore a need for further research on international opportunities that are recognized, but not taken, and the mechanisms according to which international opportunities are taken by some and ignored by others. Fourthly, the importance of trust was highlighted in this study: hence future research might well focus on the precise ways in which trust and commitment are developed in international opportunity recognition. Fifthly, it would be of interest to study how the age of a firm and the level of internationalization affect the international networking activity. Furthermore, here we study family SMEs as a whole: in future research, the role that may be played by differing degrees of family ownership and management on their network formation could be determined. Finally, having only two interviews per firm could be seen as a limitation. However, having regard to the small size of the firms and the role of the persons interviewed, one can see that these informants had the kind of crucial knowledge required for the purposes of this study.

From a managerial point of view, family entrepreneurs with limited networks should concentrate on actively looking for weak ties that will provide them with novel information on international opportunities. Due to the closeness of family members and employees within family SMEs, their internal bonding ties do not generate this kind of information. This study found that trade exhibitions offer a good context for family SMEs to create ties leading to new international opportunities. Another option for networking could be export-promotion organizations that could mediate relationships between family SMEs and potential foreign customers or distributors. It is, however, noteworthy that none of the case firms used the services of export-promotion organizations, despite the fact that some studies have indicated the importance of these organizations for SMEs (see e.g. Ojala, 2009).
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